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Abstract. In this paper, we provide a model and step-by-step procedures for rating a prairie dog (Cynomys sp.) complex for the reintroduction of black-footed ferrets (Mustela nigripes). An important factor in the model is an estimate of the number of black-footed ferret families a prairie dog complex can support for a year; thus, the procedures prescribe how to estimate the size of a prairie dog complex and the density of prairie dogs. Other attributes of the model are qualitative: arrangement of colonies, potential for plague and canine distemper, potential for prairie dog expansion, abundance of predators, future resource conflicts and ownership stability, and public and landowner attitudes about prairie dogs and black-footed ferrets. Because of the qualitative attributes in the model, an area approach is recommended for ranking complexes of prairie dogs for black-footed ferret reintroduction.
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We are presenting a technique for evaluating habitat and potential reintroduction sites for the black-footed ferret (Mustela nigripes). We incorporated parts of existing models (Houston et al. 1986; Miller et al. 1988) into a new model. Our goal was the development of an easily understood and practical technique for evaluating the potential ability of prairie dog (Cynomys sp.) complexes (groups of prairie dog colonies in close proximity) to support black-footed ferrets with data that are easily and inexpensively collected. Our concern is simplicity. When choices of method or concept were available, we selected the simplest. Because ecological models are abstract constructs and simplifications of actual systems, they may approximate (but not duplicate) reality (Horton and Becak 1987). Thus, their value is in a capacity to contain conceptual information without complicating detail.

An evaluation should allow the ranking of habitat that is related to the number of breeding adult ferrets the habitat supports on a sustained basis. Furthermore, if a technique predicts the number of adult ferrets each site supports, progress in the recovery of the species (1,500 breeding adults in 10 or more populations, each with at least 30 adults; U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1988) can be rapidly estimated.

The following technique is based on two parts: (1) development of a numeric rating by energetic of ferrets, and (2) integration of the numeric rating with qualitative attributes into a comprehensive evaluation.

Quantitative Attributes

The Formula

We based quantitative evaluation of black-footed ferret habitat on abundance of prey because the prey base is fundamentally important to the ferret. Variables are combined as follows into a rating index:

\[ R = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (A_i \times P_i) / 763 \text{ for } (A_i \times P_i) \geq 272.5 \]

where

- \( R \) = the number of ferret family groups that could be supported by the prairie dog complex (prairie dog complex is defined later),
- \( A \) = the area of the colony with at least 3.63 prairie dogs per ha,
- \( P \) = the density of prairie dogs in area \( A \) (prairie dogs per ha),
- 763 = the number of prairie dogs, under typical conditions, required to support one ferret family group for 1 year,
- 272.5 = the minimum number of prairie dogs needed to support one ferret family group for 1 year,
- \( i \) = colony number, and
- \( n \) = the number of colonies in the complex.

Individual ratings are calculated for each colony in the complex, and the overall rating is the sum of those individual ratings. The rating, \( R \), for a complex is an estimate of the number of ferret family groups the complex can support. Colonies with fewer than 272.5 prairie dogs do not contribute to the rating of a complex. In South Dakota, ferrets frequently reproduced on small colonies in nonconsecutive years, presumably because of depletion of prairie dogs (Henderson et al. 1969; Hillman and Linder 1973). Colonies with ratings of less than 1.0 are not expected to support family groups of ferrets every year.
Evidence indicates black-footed ferrets are obligate associates of prairie dogs, relying on them for prey and using their burrows for shelter. Anderson et al. (1986) listed 310 museum specimens of black-footed ferrets, only 6 of which were located outside the range of prairie dogs. In the Mesteetea, Wyoming, complex, Higgins et al. (1986) found that 96% of the locations of all radio-tagged ferrets were in prairie dog colonies. Prairie dogs were about 90% of the black-footed ferret's diet in South Dakota and Wyoming (Sheets et al. 1972; Campbell et al. 1987).

Several researchers speculated about the effect resource availability has on spacing strategies and population density (Riebesell 1974; Scheeiner 1983; von Schantz 1984; Stamps and Buechner 1985; Carr and MacDonald 1986). To reduce factors of environmental variation on small populations prone to extinction, a reserve should be chosen for the availability of the target species' food resources (Goodman 1987). Morris (1987) reported population density of temperate small mammals depended on quality of habitat. In addition, raptor fledgling rates correlated positively with prey levels (Southern 1970; Smith et al. 1981; James 1984; Hansen 1987), as did population densities of gray wolves (Canis lupus; Messier 1986), lynxes (Lynx canadensis; Brand et al. 1976), bobcats (Lynx rufus; Litvaitis et al. 1986), weasels (Mustela spp.; Robina 1960; Eriksen 1974; Fitzgerald 1977), and coyotes (Canis latrans; Clark 1972). Prey availability influenced habitat selection by river otters (Lutra canadensis; Melquist and Hornocker 1983) and least weasels (Mustela nivalis; Eriksen 1974).

Our approach requires the assumption that prey base determines potential ferret density. Social behavior may dictate a maximum ferret density regardless of prey abundance, but evidence is conflicting. At the Mesteetea complex, more than one family group of ferrets occupying the same area at the same time was not uncommon (Paunovich and Forrest 1987), and density of feral domestic ferrets (Mustela putorius furo) increased as prey became more abundant (Moors and Lavers 1981).

**Derivation of Rating Formula**

**Rationale**

Recovery of the black-footed ferret depends on the number of breeding adult ferrets (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1988). Thus, our formula is based on the prairie dog biomass that supports one family group of breeding adults and dependent young.

Higher densities of prairie dogs are needed for reproduction than for maintenance of individual ferrets. Eriksen (1974) suggested that in weasels a higher minimum rodent density was necessary for reproduction than for maintenance. Because of the litter, female weasels used a more restricted area when their food requirements were high (East and Lockie 1964). We assumed that female ferrets with litters would likewise restrict their movements during lactation and during the period from postweaning to dispersal. As a result, they must hunt in the immediate area more intensively and successfully.

Development of our formula may be summarized in five steps:

1. Calculate the prairie dog biomass that black-footed ferret family groups need during the year.
2. Convert prairie dog biomass to prairie dog numbers by estimating quantity of food that ferrets waste, and average weight of live prairie dogs.
3. Sum mortality of prairie dogs from predation by ferrets and other causes.
4. Estimate number of needed prairie dogs to support mortality in step 3, assuming typical prairie dog reproductive rates.
5. Estimate minimum density of prairie dogs necessary to provide sufficient prey in the largest home range of a female ferret with young.

In steps 3 and 4, we used two approaches that lead to the two numbers in the formula. First, we defined the lower limits of habitat that support reproduction in ferrets by assuming low mortality of prairie dogs from causes other than predation by ferrets and by assuming a high reproductive rate in prairie dogs. Using these optimum conditions assures that potential habitat is not overlooked. Second, we used moderate estimates of prairie dog mortality and reproduction to approximate the ability of prairie dog colonies to support reproducing ferrets under more typical conditions. Application of these two principles defining lower limits of habitat and estimating average carrying capacity are illustrated later.

**Calculation of Prairie Dog Biomass**

Data from captive black-footed ferrets and from published information on other Mustela species were used to estimate energetic needs of black-footed ferrets. A single captive ferret ate 50–70 g prairie dog meat/day (Joyce 1988). Similarly, captive Siberian polecats (Mustela eversmanni) ate 62 g prairie dog meat/day (Powell et al. 1985).
Although energetic costs of gestation are low, two captive black-footed ferret females increased their consumption two and three times during lactation, and weaned black-footed ferret young ate about 100 g prairie dog meat/day during a period of rapid growth (D. Kwiatkowski, personal communication). In comparison, lactating least weasels increased consumption by a factor of three (Rast and Lockie 1964) and lactating fishers (Martes pennanti), by two to three (Powell and Leonard 1983). Based on field observations, Paunovich and Forrest (1987) speculated that a female black-footed ferret with a weaned litter of five may have been killing 0.6 prairie dogs/day.

We therefore separated a female ferret's energetic requirements into five stages throughout the year and estimated her daily intake during each of those stages. We assumed gestation lasts 42 days, lactation lasts 42 days, postweaning demands on the female and her litter of 3.3 young (average litter size reported by Forrest et al. 1988) last 60 days, replenishing the drain of previous demands by the litter lasts 51 days, and maintenance lasts the remaining 160 days. Thus, annual consumption of prairie dog meat by the female and her young is

### Female:

- Maintenance: 150 days × 60 g/day = 9,000 g
- Gestation: 42 days × 70 g/day = 2,940 g
- Lactation: 42 days × 180 g/day = 7,560 g
- Postweaning: 80 days × 75 g/day = 6,000 g
- Post-dispersal replenishment: 51 days × 70 g/day = 3,570 g

### Young:

3.3 young × 80 days × 100 g/day/young = 26,400 g

Because several home ranges of females are often overlapped by a male's activity area (Fagerstone and Biggins 1984; Richardson et al. 1987), we assumed 0.5 males inhabit the female's area for 1 year, adding the following biomass requirement:

- Adult male: 0.5 male × 365 days × 60 g = 10,950 g

Total: 66,420 g

### Conversion of Biomass to Prairie Dog Numbers

According to Hillman (cited personal communication in Stromberg et al. 1983), black-footed ferrets wasted 20% of the kill. In two studies, average weight of black-tailed prairie dogs (Cynomys ludovicianus) was 712 g (King 1955) and of white-tailed prairie dogs (Cynomys leucurus), 820 g (Clark 1977). We assumed the average prairie dog weighs 760 g, therefore, the number of prairie dogs needed to meet annual consumption by black-footed ferrets is

\[
\frac{66,420 \text{ g}}{0.8 \times 760 \text{ g/prairie dog}} = 109 \text{ prairie dogs}
\]

### Mortality of Prairie Dogs

Ferrets are not the only cause of mortality in prairie dogs. Results from the Meeveste complex indicated that biomass of badgers (Taxidea taxus) probably exceeded biomass of ferrets, and the badgers fed frequently on prairie dogs. More radio-tagged prairie dogs were killed by raptors and coyotes than by badgers and ferrets (D. E. Biggins, U.S. Fish and Wildlife, Fort Collins, Colorado, unpublished data). Mortality also may result from disease, parasites, other predators, hunters, and so on. Thus, losses of prairie dogs from other causes are assumed to be at least 50% and more typically 250% of predation by ferrets. The low and moderate estimates of mortality in prairie dogs are

1. 109 × 1.5 = 163.5 prairie dogs/ferret family group/year and
2. 109 × 3.5 = 381.5 prairie dogs/ferret family group/year.

### Required Population of Prairie Dogs

It was difficult to select low and typical rates of increase for prairie dogs; reported ratios of young to adults vary from nearly 0.0 to more than 3.0. In two longer-term studies, Hoogland et al. (1988) found an average ratio of 0.6 and Menkens (1987) reported an average ratio of 1.4. We use the midpoint (1.0) as the typical rate. Hoogland et al. (1988) showed an inverse relation between density of adults and production of young, leading to our choice of 1.5 at the lower limit of good habitat (where prairie dog density is only 3.6/ha). Combining the low loss estimate (losses from other predators that equal 50% of predation by ferrets) with the high reproductive rate (1.5) and combining moderate loss (250%) with the moderate reproductive rate (1.0) provides estimates of required prairie dog populations. We assumed the population was stable from year to year. Because prairie dogs are routinely counted when population levels peak in summer, the annual production is added to the base population. Thus, the two estimates are

1. 163.5 / 1.5 + 163.5 = 272.5 prairie dogs (mid-July) and
2. 381.5 / 1.0 + 381.5 = 763 prairie dogs (mid-July)
Minimum Prairie Dog Density

For the purposes of defining and mapping all habitat capable of supporting reproducing ferrets, low prairie dog population requirements must be converted to a density value. Because a female ferret's moves are especially restricted during litter rearing, we assumed an area of activity no larger than 75 ha (an average of hectares of prairie dogs at the Meeteetece complex divided by number of ferrets during 1983 and 1984). If 272.5 prairie dogs must be present in 75 ha, the minimum density is

\[
272.5/75 = 3.63 \text{ prairie dogs/ha.}
\]

With an observability index of 0.496 (D. E. Biggins and G. E. Menkens, U.S. Fish and Wildlife, Fort Collins, Colorado, unpublished data), a visual count of 1.8 white-tailed prairie dogs/ha represents an estimated density of 3.63 white-tailed prairie dogs/ha. With an index of 0.566 (D. E. Biggins and L. R. Hanebury, U.S. Fish and Wildlife, Fort Collins, Colorado, unpublished data), a visual count of 2.06 black-tailed prairie dogs/ha represents an estimated density of 3.63 black-tailed prairie dogs/ha. On nine sites at the Meeteetece complex where black-footed ferrets raised litters, the lowest visual count was 2.59 prairie dogs/ha (D. E. Biggins, U.S. Fish and Wildlife, Fort Collins, Colorado, unpublished data). The minimum visual count of 1.8 prairie dogs/ha based on energetics thus seems reasonable.

The rating formula is based on breeding habitat of ferrets, defined as having at least 3.63 prairie dogs/ha in mid-July. We recognized that many prairie dog colonies below this threshold value may support nonbreeding ferrets and, in fact, these buffer habitats may be critical to the persistence of ferrets. If two-thirds of the ferret population is lost each year (Forrest et al. 1985), a buffer of replacement animals could be instrumental in maintaining breeding populations for the long term. We initially planned to give buffer habitat some value in our calculations, but after considering the lower energetic demands of nonbreeding ferrets and the demography of the replacement process, we concluded that all complexes have an excess of buffer habitat and the attribute need not be included in the rating.

Data Collection and Evaluation

Ideally, the quantitative rating involves partitioning a prairie dog complex into the maximum number of ferret activity areas (≤75 ha) with at least 273 prairie dogs (with a few added constraints on shape of parcels). The concept is simple, but a map of a partitioned complex is impossible to construct because prairie dogs cannot be economically inventoried on large areas. Instead, sampling schemes that are a compromise between accuracy, precision, and practicality are employed.

Occupied Burrows as Indicators of Prey Abundance


Visual counts of prairie dogs are more costly and time-consuming than counts of burrows; therefore, we propose counting burrows to assess quality of the prey (at least during initial screening). The correlation between estimates of prairie dog density and density of total burrows seems weak (Kingsley 1965; Menkens et al. 1988; D. E. Biggins and L. R. Hanebury, U.S. Fish and Wildlife, Fort Collins, Colorado, unpublished data). The correlation is much stronger if only active burrows are used: D. E. Biggins and G. E. Menkens (U.S. Fish and Wildlife, Fort Collins, Colorado, unpublished data) found a high correlation (r = 0.95) between counts of active burrows of white-tailed prairie dogs and estimates of prairie dog density.

A priori we knew that counts of prairie dogs are zero in the absence of occupied burrows and the relation between counts of active burrows and white-tailed prairie dogs was best described by a regression line through the origin (r = +0.94; Zar 1984):

\[
\text{prairie dog count} = 0.073 \times \text{number of active burrows}.
\]

If 3.63 prairie dogs/ha is the lower limit of good ferret habitat and a population density of 3.63 equals a visual count of 1.8 white-tailed prairie dogs, then good habitat should have at least 25 active burrows/ha (active burrows = 1.8 / 0.073).

The relation between counts of active burrows and black-tailed prairie dogs was best described by a regression line through the origin (r = +0.85; Zar
1984). We obtained the best fit for black-tailed prairie dog counts and active burrows with:

\[
p\text{prairie dog count} = 0.179 \times \text{number of active burrows.}
\]

If 3.63 prairie dogs/ha is the lower limit of good ferret habitat and a population density of 3.63 equals a visual count of 2.06 black-tailed prairie dogs, then good habitat should have at least 12 active burrows/ha (active burrows = 2.06/0.179). A technique for sampling burrow density is described later, but colonies must first be mapped and the complex defined.

Mapping of Colonies

Inconsistencies in mapping can affect the rating. We attempted to solve this potential problem by (1) further standardizing mapping and (2) choosing a quantitative evaluation that is minimally sensitive to mapping. For the proposed technique, mapping can have a significant effect on defining the complex. Failure to map good habitat can affect calculations, but mapping marginal habitat does not increase the rating because areas of low prairie dog density are defined and excluded by the sampling of burrows. Forrest et al. (1985) defined a colony as a minimum of 10 burrow openings/ha. For our evaluation, a minimum of 20 burrows/ha is more appropriate. Resolution, the choice of the smallest parcel to be mapped, is equally important. We suggest viewing a colony as a group of 5-ha parcels, each of which must contain at least 100 burrows to be placed on the map. This implies that colonies smaller than 5 ha can be ignored.

Colonies of black-tailed prairie dogs have been mapped from black and white aerial photography (Cheatleam 1973; Tietjen et al. 1978) and from color infrared photography (Dalsted et al. 1981; Schenbeck and Myhre 1986). The scale of the photography was from 1:15,000 to 1:24,000. The primary characteristic that photo-interpreters used was the distinctive vegetative change caused by black-tailed prairie dogs; these vegetative ecotones were easily seen on color infrared photos. Costs of photo acquisition and interpretation ranged from $0.10 to $3.70/ha. Black and white aerial photography of the white-tailed prairie dog complex at the Meeteetse complex (ASCs, 1:20,000 and 1:40,000) was inadequate for accurate mapping of all colonies. Upland colonies were well defined because the tone of mounds contrasted with the background (the deeper soils were lighter colored than surface soil), but colonies on the alluvial bottomlands were poorly defined or could not be seen at all. Color infrared photography at a scale of 1:5,000 was acquired at a cost of about $2.30/ha and had adequate resolution for the detection of individual burrows and mounds on both soil types. Mapping of white-tailed prairie dog colonies must be based on the distribution of burrows because there seldom is a noticeable difference in vegetation. Aerial photography may not be suitable for the mapping of all complexes but is probably the most efficient aide for the mapping of many areas, especially of complexes of black-tailed prairie dogs. For comparisons of reintroduction sites and broad overviews of complexes (transfer to 1:100,000), the scales of original maps should be standardized (perhaps 1:24,000).

Definition of the Complex

Forrest et al. (1985) described a complex of prairie dog colonies as "a group of prairie dog colonies distributed so that individual black-footed ferrets (and thus genetic material) can migrate among them commonly and frequently." The expression "commonly and frequently" seems to refer to types of moves actually observed at the Meeteetse complex rather than long distance dispersal between widely separated colonies. The longest nightly moves observed in black-footed ferrets were about 7 km (Biggins and Fagerstone 1984; Richardson et al. 1987). We adopted that 7 km distance in the circumscription technique presented below. The process of circumscribing a prairie dog complex is analogous to describing the home range of an animal from a sample of locations. The following set of rules serves as a practical and biologically reasonable procedure for circumscribing a complex of prairie dog colonies (for a diagrammatic example of a simulated complex refer to Fig. 1):

1. Start at the northermmost point of the northermmost colony.
2. Pivot a 7 km-long line segment clockwise from due north until it touches a point on a colony. The line between the initial point and the second point forms the first segment of the polygon.
3. From the second point, superimpose the line over the first segment, then pivot the 7 km line clockwise until it touches a third point on a colony. This forms the second segment of the polygon.
4. If the 7-km line cannot be pivoted to another colony without bisecting the colony on which it is positioned, move clockwise around that col-
ony's perimeter until step 3 can be accomplished. The convex perimeter can thus become a segment of the boundary of the complex.

5. Continue until the polygon becomes closed.

6. In rare circumstances, a complex may have one or more large spaces without prairie dogs (diameter at least 7 km). Delete the space from the area of the complex, circumscribing it as follows:
   (a) start at the southernmost point of the northernmost colony in the empty space;
   (b) pivot a 7 km-long line counterclockwise from due south until it touches a point on a colony;
   (c) if the 7-km line cannot be pivoted to another point, move counterclockwise around that perimeter until (b) can be accomplished; and
   (d) repeat step (b) until the polygon becomes closed.

7. If an impassable barrier (to ferrets) splits the complex, the resulting parts must be redefined as two or more complexes with the method above.

8. Calculate the area with a polar planimeter.

**Sampling of Burrow Density**

We offer the following suggestions for sampling burrow densities on prairie dog colonies. A sample data sheet is provided (Fig. 2).

1. Use strip transects 1,000 m x 3 m and a Rolatape measuring wheel (for length) onto which a 3-m piece of electrical conduit is attached (for width) to establish length and width of these 0.3 ha transects. Wires hanging from ends of the conduit facilitated the occasional decision of whether to include borderline burrows. A burrow was included if more than half of the opening was within the transect swath.

---

**Fig. 1.** Circumscribing a complex of prairie dog colonies. The number in or adjacent to a colony is its area in hectares.
Burrow Density and Activity Work Sheet

Area
Observer
PD Town
Date

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transect no.</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>No. burrows</th>
<th>Transect no.</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>No. burrows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. A work sheet to record burrow density and activity.

2. Keep separate counts of active and inactive burrows. Based on our observations of plague at the Meeteetse complex, the ratio between the two is a valuable index to health of the colony.

3. Count only burrows with openings with a diameter of at least 7 cm and so deep that the end is not visible. Large, badger-reamed burrows are counted because prairie dogs often keep using them after the badger departs.

4. Consider a burrow active if fresh prairie dog scat is in the opening or within 0.5 m of it. Fresh means droppings that are not dried hard and bleached white; fresh scat is greenish, black, or dark brown. This definition is conservative. Prairie dogs may even be seen entering burrows classified as inactive. However, criteria such as fresh digging, tracks, sightings, and so on were not used because of lack of consistency between observers; precision is more important than accuracy. A close, detailed inspection of each burrow is not necessary or desirable. A maximum of 10 s / burrow is sufficient, and active burrows are often obvious at a glance.

5. Sample sufficiently intensive to estimate the mean burrow density for the entire complex within 10% at the 95% confidence level. Accordingly, proportionately more transects are needed as complex size decreases or as variation in burrow density and activity rate increase. Presence of plague profoundly increases variation in the rate of burrow activity. On the 5,200-ha Meeteetse white-tailed prairie dog complex, counts on 796 transects provided 95% confidence intervals that were ± 6.6% of the estimated mean density. At 0.3 ha / transect, 4.6% of the complex was sampled (0.3 x 796 / 5200). A 5% sample is usually sufficient.

6. Use systematic rather than random sampling. Sample size on individual colonies is proportionate to colony size and transects are evenly distributed in each colony. Transect spacing is used to determine the sample proportion (spacing = transect width / desired proportion). For a 5% sample, the transects are 60 m apart (3-m width / 0.05). Select a direction across the width of the colony and locate the start of a transect every 60 m. A gap equal to side-to-side spacing is left between the end of the last transect and the beginning of the next (e.g., 60 m). By preselecting the starting place and the direction of the transects, we attempt to avoid biasing the data.

7. Have the observers begin at one end of a colony and walk back and forth across it, reversing the course each time they reach the opposite side and working gradually toward the other end.
Orientation of the transects is determined by compass heading, but a straight line can be maintained by heading toward a distant point identified by a compass heading. The compass heading is important because it must be exactly reversed (after moving over to achieve proper spacing). If the colony border is reached in the middle of a transect, the transect may be continued during the spacing move and subsequently in the opposite direction; thus, some transects may be U-shaped. When approaching the colony boundary (do not let burrow density bias the choice of turning point), the observer must select a meter reading (on the Rolatape measuring wheel) and turn at that reading.

8. Avoid several pitfalls. Keep the transect as straight as possible. Above all, do not let distribution of burrows bias direction of travel. A straight course decreases the chance of divergent and overlapping transects on long, multi-transect hikes. Sampling must be done only in mapped colonies. If Rolatape measuring wheels are used in colonies with very uneven topography or heavy shrub cover, they have to be tested under prevailing conditions and a correction factor has to be developed. Wheels measured distance with less than 1% error on most prairie dog colonies (D. E. Biggins and L. R. Hanebury, U.S. Fish and Wildlife, Fort Collins, Colorado, unpublished data).

9. Each person can be expected to complete 10-20 transects / day. At the Meeteetse complex, the average was 14 transects / person / day.

10. Sampling should be conducted during mid-June through August after young emerged.

Evaluation of Data

For an evaluation of habitat in each colony in the complex, counts of active burrows have to be available from a sample of 0.3-ha strip transects and colony size must be known. Proceed as follows:

1. Estimate the proportion of good habitat (equal to habitat capable of supporting ferret reproduction) as the number of transects with at least 25 active white-tailed prairie dog burrows / ha divided by the total number of transects or as the number of transects with at least 12 active black-tailed prairie dog burrows / ha divided by the total number of transects.

2. Estimate area of good habitat by multiplying proportion of good habitat by colony size.

3. Calculate average density of occupied burrows for only good habitat. Because each transect covers 0.3 ha, at least eight occupied burrows of white-tailed prairie dogs must have been counted along each transect (25 occupied burrows / ha multiplied by 0.3 ha) or four occupied burrows of black-tailed prairie dogs along each transect (12 occupied burrows / ha multiplied by 0.3 ha).

4. Convert the density of occupied burrows to density of white-tailed prairie dogs (PD DEN).

\[
PD\ DEN = \frac{(0.078 \times \text{active burrow density})}{0.495}
\]

Convert the density of occupied burrows to density of black-tailed prairie dogs (PD DEN).

\[
PD\ DEN = \frac{(0.179 \times \text{active burrow density})}{0.566}
\]

5. Estimate the number of prairie dogs on good habitat by multiplying the result of calculation number 2 by the result of calculation number 4.

6. Estimate the number of ferret family groups that the colony supports by dividing the result from calculation number 5 by 763. If the result of calculation number 5 was less than 272.5, the colony receives a rating of zero (0).

7. The rating for the complex is the sum of all colony ratings.

Reintroduction sites for black-footed ferrets should be a minimum of about 400 ha (combined area of all colonies). A group of small complexes requires intensive management as habitat for a metapopulation of ferrets (Clark 1986; Brussard and Gilpin 1989; Harris et al. 1989). Complexes larger than 400 ha are desirable because the degree of human intervention is inversely related to complex size.

The quantitative model is a valuable aid in ranking reintroduction sites for black-footed ferrets, especially if its results are considered in combination with other qualitative criteria to be described later. The usefulness of estimating numbers of ferrets that can be supported in a complex has been emphasized, but the result must be viewed as only an approximation. The accuracies of the original estimated density of active burrows, the conversion from burrows to prairie dog counts, and counts to estimate density are uncertain. Many assumptions were made about energetics and demographic processes. In particular, natality and mortality of prairie dogs from other than predation have profound effects on the estimate, and both are expected to be highly variable.

Our evaluation of varying configurations of prairie dog complexes was hindered by lack of
data. Only two prairie dog complexes with ferrets (Mellette County, South Dakota, and Meeteetse, Wyoming) were studied. These complexes had extremely different configurations and were occupied by different species of prairie dogs. It should not be assumed that the South Dakota or Wyoming complexes were good habitat for ferrets just because ferrets persisted on them longer than elsewhere. The sequence of extinction of ferret populations may have been highly influenced by chance events when habitat became fragmented.

The Meeteetse Complex

Evaluation of the Meeteetse complex in 1988 (Table) illustrates the described computations. A computer spreadsheet (e.g., LOTUS, MULTIPLAN, QUATTRO) is convenient for manipulating data.

The described quantitative process seems reasonable when results are compared with data and conclusions from other studies. Forrest et al. (1985) predicted a need for 40–60 ha of habitat per adult ferret at a mean density of 54.5 ha/adult at the Meeteetse complex. The ratio of adult males to adult females was about 2:1 (Forrest et al. 1988), and male home ranges overlapped those of females (Fagerstone and Biggs 1984; Richardson et al. 1987). If 16.7 males are added to 23.4 females (Table) and the total of 50.1 is divided into 2727 (Table; hectares of good habitat), the result of 54.4 ha/adult ferret is within the predicted 40–60 ha/ferret. Assuming a high density of prairie dogs (30 ha) and using the minimum habitat requirements of our model (272.5 prairie dogs), a stable prairie dog population may support a female ferret's reproduction in a 9-ha area. Black-footed ferret families were raised on colonies as small as 10 ha in South Dakota (Hillman et al. 1979), and female European polecats, a similar species, used small home ranges (12.4 ha) when prey was abundant (Moors and Lavers 1981).

Integration of Quantitative and Qualitative Information for an Evaluation

Some important features of prairie dog complexes are not quantifiable. Miller et al. (1988) attempted to quantitatively incorporate two sociopolitical factors (landownership and

Table. Attributes of the 1988 evaluation of the Meeteetse prairie dog complex that led to an estimate of black-footed ferret families each prairie dog town can support.¹

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Town</th>
<th>Transects (No.)</th>
<th>Size (ha)</th>
<th>% good habitat</th>
<th>Ha</th>
<th>Burrows/ha</th>
<th>Prairie dogs/ha</th>
<th>Total prairie dogs</th>
<th>R²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long Hollow</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>196.5</td>
<td>0.519</td>
<td>102.0</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>865.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lot 58</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>86.0</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>608.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Town</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>0.889</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>468.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLM 10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>74.0</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>74.0</td>
<td>69.4</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>757.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLM 13</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>185.5</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td>147.4</td>
<td>60.1</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>1,305.9</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rawhide</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>253.0</td>
<td>0.780</td>
<td>197.3</td>
<td>108.5</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>3,158.6</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring Creek</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>469.5</td>
<td>0.944</td>
<td>433.6</td>
<td>89.2</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>5,706.0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pickett / Grave</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>679.0</td>
<td>0.669</td>
<td>454.4</td>
<td>67.1</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>4,494.0</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core / Rose</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>1,901.5</td>
<td>0.373</td>
<td>709.5</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>4,034.3</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91 Town</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>270.0</td>
<td>0.538</td>
<td>145.4</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>895.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>0.696</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>52.3</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>276.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonapah</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>61.0</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pump Station</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>363.0</td>
<td>0.574</td>
<td>208.2</td>
<td>56.5</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>1,736.5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hogg</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>0.941</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>71.9</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>718.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Rawhide</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>191.0</td>
<td>0.286</td>
<td>54.6</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>469.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex total</td>
<td>782</td>
<td>4,860.5</td>
<td>2,727.0</td>
<td>2,727.0</td>
<td>2,727.0</td>
<td>2,727.0</td>
<td>25,494.1</td>
<td>33.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹R² = number of prairie dogs / 783.
²Ha good habitat x (burrows / ha x 0.073) / 0.495.
development potential) into their model. In practice, it may be difficult to assign quantitative ratings to these categories and to some important biological categories. We therefore evaluate several biological and sociopolitical features qualitatively and integrate those rankings with the quantitative data.

Spatial Arrangement of Colonies

The spatial arrangement of colonies in a complex has important ramifications and should be considered in the evaluation (Minta and Clark 1989). Complexes of equal colony area can consist of few closely-spaced large colonies, many widely-separated small colonies, or various combinations thereof. As colonies become smaller and their spacing more distant, ferret populations may suffer the following consequences: (1) reduced gene flow, (2) decreased ability to recolonize prairie dog colonies vacated because of stochastic events, (3) decreased ability to disperse to new colonies after initial reintroduction or to colonize newly established prairie dog colonies, and (4) lowered mating success. Effects of each would probably become serious at different points on the size per distance scale; for example, lowered mating success may only occur at the lower extremes of size and density. Nevertheless, the same morphology of a prairie dog complex that promotes easy moves among colonies also facilitates spread of disease. Thus, an argument can be made for separation of subpopulations of ferrets and prairie dogs.

Houston et al. (1986) proposed two variables to characterize configuration of a complex-intercolony distance and frequency distribution of colony sizes. Intercolony distance is intuitively appealing because it seems to reflect the amount of nonhabitat a ferret might have to cross when moving from colony to colony; the attribute has been referred to elsewhere (Hillman et al. 1979; Forrest et al. 1985). Houston et al. (1986) and Miller et al. (1988) recommend interpretation of intercolony distance with a nearest-neighbor technique (a distance from each colony to its nearest neighbor with distances often used twice). This measurement is influenced by clumping of colonies in a complex; distances between clumps of colonies are ignored. The frequency distribution of colony sizes gives a disproportionately higher value to large colonies than to small colonies. Both frequency distribution and intercolony distance are sensitive to inconsistencies in mapping that can persist despite efforts to standardize (analogous to the taxonomic debates of lumpers and splitters).

We concur in principle with those who emphasize the potential importance of size, shape, and interspersion of colonies in a complex (Forrest et al. 1985; Houston et al. 1986; Miller et al. 1988; Minta and Clark 1989). However, we remain troubled by the mentioned quantitative difficulties. Consequently, spatial arrangement of colonies is not incorporated into the quantitative section of the model but is represented in a qualitative assessment of biological features.

To aid in the qualitative evaluation, we suggest calculation of the percent of complex area occupied by prairie dog colonies as a partial descriptor of size and juxtaposition of prairie dog colonies in a complex (Miller et al. 1988). We tested the attribute of percent occupancy on simulated and actual complexes representing many combinations of complex and colony shape, intercolony distance, and colony size and found it reflected our concept of suitable habitat in a prairie dog complex configuration for ferrets. The treatment of the percent occupancy concept by Miller et al. (1988) had two problems: (1) the procedure for circumscribing a complex to calculate its overall area was not well described and (2) long, narrow chains of colonies greatly inflated the percentage. The first problem addressed in the previously described procedure for circumscribing a group of colonies.

The second problem occurs when the complex (or part of it) consists of a long narrow chain of single colonies, causing opposite sides of the same colonies to form opposite boundaries of the complex. An example can be illustrated (Fig. 3) by calculating percent occupied for a single string of four colonies, adding a second column of four more colonies with the same intercolony spacing and recalculating percent-occupied, and so on. Our primary concern is with large percent-occupied values calculated from single chains of colonies; the change rapidly became inconsequential with adding the third and fourth columns of colonies. Thus, an additional rule (9) was added to the method of circumscribing a complex, to be used only when calculating the percent-occupied attribute. The following rule upwardly adjusts areas of complexes with single chains of colonies.

**Rule 9.** If opposite sides of two or more consecutive colonies define opposite sides of a complex or part thereof, add to total area of complex the amount of area determined by the following expression:
In the Mellette County complex, only about 1% of the complex was occupied by prairie dog colonies, but the area supported ferrets. The configuration of the Mellette County complex seems far from optimum; perhaps this contributed to ultimate failure of that ferret population. Nevertheless, existence of black-footed ferrets on the Mellette County complex suggests that we limit the influence of percent-occupied on the rating. All actual complexes we examined to date were less than 40% occupied by prairie dog colonies; 22% of the Meeteetse complex was occupied (Houston et al. 1986).

**Other Biological and Sociopolitical Factors**

Quantification of the following biological and sociopolitical factors is also difficult (Fig. 4).

**Plague**

Factors of plague to consider are known occurrences of prairie dog die-offs and documentation of plague by the centers for disease control or others. Also consider the ratio of active to total burrows. If less than 50% of the burrows are active and no other significant causes of prairie dog mortality can be identified (e.g., poisoning), further investigate the possibility of plague (collect flea samples from prairie dog burrows, analyze blood samples from other carnivores such as badgers (Fitzgerald 1993), and look for prairie dog carcasses that can be examined.

**Canine Distemper**

Demonstration of canine distemper serum antibodies in other carnivores on or near potential reintroduction sites is cause for concern. An abundance of domestic or other wild carnivores may increase the probability of introduction and spread of canine distemper.

**Potential for Expansion of Prairie Dog Populations**

Assess the effects of other nearby prairie dog complexes and potential for prairie dog expansion inside and beyond present boundaries. Are other complexes sufficiently near to allow natural dispersal and consequent genetic exchange? Can other prairie dog colonies or small complexes between larger complexes serve as stepping stones for migration? Can prairie dog populations expand? Have prairie dog colony and complex size been controlled by poisoning or are limitations imposed by uncontrollable factors such as physiography? In short,
biological attributes are the critical elements in identifying reintroduction sites, sociopolitical factors may be influential in the survival of ferrets. The final analysis must involve weighting of the individual factors according to relative importance and consideration of the margin of difference for each factor.

2. Evaluate all possible pairs of complexes, identifying the best of each pair. The complex with the most wins has the highest rating, and so on. A matrix can be helpful (Fig. 5).

Results from evaluation of a group of complexes may remain valid for a short time. Prairie dog ecosystems are dynamic. Irrespective of anthropogenic control of prairie dogs, numbers of prairie dogs can change rapidly. Plague can rapidly eliminate prairie dog colonies (Lechleitner et al. 1988), but the number of prairie dogs in a colony can double annually (Knowles 1986), and colony area can expand by more than 80% per year (Dalsted et al. 1981). Other biotic components of the ecosystem and the sociopolitical aspects may also undergo changes. Thus, periodic reevaluation of sites is necessary until black-footed ferrets are released. Subsequent to release, monitoring is essential.
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